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Radiation and Scattering of EM Waves in Large
Plasmas Around Objects in Hypersonic Flight

A. Scarabosio, J. L. Araque Quijano, J. Tobon Member, IEEE, M. Righero, G. Giordanengo, D. D’Ambrosio, L.
Walpot and G. Vecchi Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Hypersonic flight regime is conventionally defined
for Mach> 5; in these conditions, the flying object becomes en-
veloped in a plasma. This plasma is densest in thin surface layers,
but in typical situations of interest it impacts electromagnetic
wave propagation in an electrically large volume. We address
this problem with a hybrid approach. We employ Equivalence
Theorem to separate the inhomogeneous plasma region from
the surrounding free space via an equivalent (Huygens) surface,
and the Eikonal approximation to Maxwell equations in the
large inhomogeneous region for obtaining equivalent currents
on the separating surface. Then, we obtain the scattered field
via (exact) free space radiation of these surface equivalent
currents. The method is extensively tested against reference
results and then applied to a real-life re-entry vehicle with full
3D plasma computed via Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD)
simulations. We address both scattering (RCS) from the entire
vehicle and radiation from the on-board antennas. From our
results, significant radio link path losses can be associated with
plasma spatial variations (gradients) and collisional losses, to
an extent that matches well the usually perceived blackout in
crossing layers in cutoff. Furthermore, we find good agreement
with existing literature concerning significant alterations of the
radar response (RCS) due to the plasma envelope.

Index Terms—Hypersonic plasma, antennas in plasmas,
plasma scattering, re-entry vehicles

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Hypersonic flight regime is conventionally defined for
Mach> 5, also called hypervelocity regime; it is the stan-
dard condition of vehicles re-entering Earth atmosphere from
various orbits, or entering extra-terrestrial atmospheres (e.g.
Martian). It is also the physical condition of (proposed)
future transport [1], [2], of meteors (asteroids entering Earth
atmosphere) [3], [4] and de-orbiting space debris (that must be
monitored for safety). A very recent addition is the proposal,
and in some case fielding, of hypersonic weapon systems [5].

In these physical conditions, the extreme shock wave due
to hypervelocity generates intense heat and ionization of
atmospheric gases. When this happens, the flying object is
enveloped in the resulting plasma, often with a significant
trailing wake.

This plasma may generate significant effects on the radio
communication between the vehicle and ground or satellite
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relay links, as well as on access to Global Navigation Satellite
Systems (GNSS). As well known, when the link direction
crosses plasma layers with plasma frequency near or above
the link frequency, a significant path loss emerges, usually
called “blackout”; lower levels of attenuation are often called
“brownout”. Likewise, the plasma may significantly impact
the radar return, in the first place its Radar Cross Section
(RCS). For meteor-type objects, the plasma also constitutes
the ionized trailing tail, that allows its radar observation [4].

In typical conditions where the plasma has significant effects
on radiation and scattering of EM waves, most flying objects
and the plasma cloud around it (including the wake) are elec-
trically large, and the plasma is inhomogeneous throughout.

Full-wave methods have been reported for this problem.
Volume integral equations (VIE) are a natural choice for
these inhomogeneous dieletrics surrounding mostly impene-
trable airframes, also because they can be accelerated, and
reported in several works [6]–[12]. However, plain application
of VIE for these plasmas pose significant issues of stability,
addressed in [6]–[8]. A discontinuous Galerkin method has
been proposed in [11], [12]; the numerical examples in these
relevant works have (correctly) focused on situations that were
mostly critical for the respective methods; as a result, simple
and relatively thin plasma layers have been considered there.
Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) can also be employed,
with time convolution because of the associated dispersion;
examples are in [13], [14], and application to realistic re-entry
cases is reported in [15], requiring supercomputing facilities
(45M unknowns).

In order to emulate situations happening in reality, the
plasma distribution must come from computational fluid dy-
namic (CFD) simulations; these take as input the flying
object shape and materials, the local atmosphere, and the
flight trajectory; most relevant are the velocity and angle of
attack. The trajectory may be known with accuracy for re-
entering space vehicles, estimated for meteor-like objects, or
largely unpredictable (which is conspicuously the case for
hypersonic weapons [5]). Similar considerations can be made
for the shape and materials of the hypersonic objects, with the
additional observation that CFD boundary conditions depend
on coating materials (e.g. ablative or non ablative thermal
shields).

Even when the trajectory is known with accuracy, and so
are the geometry and materials of the object, uncertainties
remain in the CFD predictions, as CFD boundary conditions
are known from experimental datasets, and subject to Ansatz
and assumptions. Finally, the possible onset of turbulence
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and its characteristic lengths may generate fluctuations in the
electron densities with impact on the EM response.

Overall, the plasma and hence its EM effect have to be
considered to some degree stochastic [16], [17]. On the most-
deterministic end, one would like to consider error bars in the
results, via a sensitivity analysis. In the most uncertain case,
the results ideally should come from a Monte Carlo process.

As a result, the case emerges for approximate and numer-
ically nimble simulation approaches; they can - inter alia -
allow for parametric studies, ideally up to Monte Carlo char-
acterization of the EM quantities of interest in the prediction
endeavour.

In this scenario, numerical methods based on asymptotic
approximation of plasma propagation are good candidates to
compromise between accuracy and computational load, as will
be discussed in this work.

In this sense, our approach is inspired by the foundational
work in [18], [19]. Those ideas, with some modifications and
additions, are applied in this work to full 3D plasmas arising
from CFD simulation of real flying objects; an extensive val-
idation is performed prior to addressing EM characterization
of a real-life atmospheric re-entry vehicle in hypersonic flight
regime. This real-life study case is the European Space Agency
(ESA) IXV re-entry vehicle (shown in Fig. 1); more informa-
tion about the IXV vehicle and the related ESA mission can
be found in [20], [21] and references therein.

Different approaches based on high-frequency approxima-
tions have also been reported in recent works for plasmas [22],
[23], and for other dielectric media with conductive insertions
[24].

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe the
physical and numerical model; Sec. III describes the validation
of the method, and finally an application to an actual re-entry
vehicle is reported in Sec. IV.

Preliminary accounts of the present work were presented in
conference publications [25]–[27].

II. PHYSICAL AND NUMERICAL MODEL

A. Plasma model: CFD model
The hypersonic flow about a re-entry vehicle is computed by

solving the full Navier-Stokes equations for multi-component
gas mixtures. The physical model includes species mass
balance equations, and vibrational energy balance equations
to account for high-temperature effects. The gas mixture is
assumed to be composed of 11 species, namely O2, N2, O, N,
NO, O+

2 , N+
2 , O+, N+, NO+ and e−. Chemical reaction rates

are taken from [28], [29], and the transport model is based on
the Champman-Enskog method and it adopts the collisional
integrals suggested in [30], [31], [31]–[33]. The governing
equations are discretised according to a finite volumes method.
Convective fluxes are evaluated using standard upwind flux-
difference splitting techniques, and diffusive fluxes through a
centered scheme. Second order accuracy in space and in time is
achieved using an Essentially Non-Oscillatory scheme. Chemi-
cal source terms are treated implicitly to avoid instabilities due
to fast chemical reactions.

In the following, the plasma and gas thermodynamic quan-
tities are calculated according to the model in [34], [35]. The

Fig. 1. CAD rendering of the ESA IXV re-entry vehicle.

Fig. 2. Plasma around the IXV vehicle during re-entry flight at Mach number
15, the figure depicts density as plasma frequency.

model accounts for gas ionisation by shock waves due to the
hypersonic flow. We stress the fact that these first principle
calculations are already quite realistic and constitute the state-
of-the-art for shock waves generated plasmas simulations.

A typical result, for an actual re-entry vehicle is shown in
figure 2.

B. Plasma model: EM model

Throughout this work the medium is supposed to be station-
ary; a time-dependence exp(−iωt) in the EM fields is assumed
and suppressed, with ω = 2πf being the angular frequency at
frequency f .

We are interested in the frequency range where the plasma
response is dominated by the electron motion; we do consider
collisional effects in the plasma and neutral particles, but as the
the wave phase velocity is much greater than plasma thermal
velocity, temperature and higher order collective kinetic effects
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can be left out. This is the so-called collisional unmagnetised
“cold plasma” approximation in standard literature. In this
regime the dielectric tensor is diagonal and the proper plasma
constitutive relation is [36]:

εr(r) = 1−
ω2
pe(r)

ω (ω − iνc(r))
(1)

where ω2
pe = nee

2/(ε0me) is the electron plasma frequency
(squared), ne the electron density, me the electron mass, ε0
the vacuum permittivity and νc is the neutral-plasma collision
frequency. Equation (1) is also equivalent to well-known
Appleton-Hartree equation (in the special case of no magnetic
field), which has been extensively applied to ionospheric
propagation [37]. For multi species partially ionised plasmas
the collision frequency is related to temperature via [38]:

νc(r) = Σαnα,0(r)σα,c(Te(r))

√
8kBTe(r)

πme
(2)

with Te being the electron temperature, n0 the neutral density,
kB the Boltzmann constant and σα,c is the neutral-electron
scattering cross section for the neutral specie α. The collisional
frequency is a function of Te through both the electron mean
velocity and the scattering cross section. Accurate fits of cross
sections data, relevant for a hot air plasma, can be found in
[33] and are used here for the calculation of νc. In a single
ideal gas approximation a representative value of σc for hot
air is 1 · 10−19 m−2 [33], [39].

In our model, the spatial distribution of the hypersonic flow
and of the related plasma parameters are known in numerical
form from CFD simulations. Hence, data representation must
be made consistent with the EM model. As detailed in Sec.
II-D, we need to compute both the relative electric permittivity
and its gradient for a very high number of spatial locations; due
to data origin, the gradient has to be computed numerically. If
not done with care, this step may lead to inaccurate EM field
calculation and/or very high computational cost. Moreover, the
plasma profiles are typically computed in CFD simulation on
an unstructured spatial grid. Most of the accurate and fast
multivariate interpolation methods are available for regular
gridded data set only, which makes the gradient calculation
a critical data processing. We choose to process the CFD 3D
plasma profiles in two steps. First, we interpolate εr(r) on
a regular rectangular grid with typical resolution of ≈ λ/5.
Second, we fit the regular grid using a global cubic spline, that
allows a rapid and smooth evaluation of the gradient, which
is continuous by construction. This process is performed only
once and the spine fitting is used to compute the r.h.s. of eq.
5 during trajectory integration (see section II-D).

C. Modelling Strategy
The overall physical model of the scattering problem is

shown in Fig. 3. We have one or more impenetrable objects (in
black) immersed into an inhomogeneous medium (coloured
map) defined by the dielectric function ε(r) (possibly com-
plex).

The source can be internal to the inhomogeneous dielectric,
as is the case for an antenna on a vehicle, or external, such as
an incident plane wave, as it is the case for RCS computations.

equivalent c
urre

nts

Fig. 3. Schematic of the physical model. Inhomogeneous media (here plasma
surrounding a vessel) are enclosed by an equivalent surface (dashed red line)
on which equivalent currents radiate to the outside. Note the large extension
of the plasma volume.

We employ Equivalence Theorem to separate the inhomoge-
neous region from the surrounding free space via an equivalent
(Huygens) surface. The scattered field is obtained via free
space radiation of the magnetic and electric surface equivalent
currents Ms = −n×E and Js = n×H, where the E and H
are the electric and magnetic fields on the equivalence surface,
and n is the surface normal unit vector.

We are especially concerned with situations where the
plasma volume is electrically large, as is typical in most cases
of interest, and its density varies slowly compared to the
operational wavelength λ; hence, we employ the Eikonal ap-
proximation [40]–[42] to Maxwell equations in the inhomoge-
nous region; note that the mentioned use of the Equivalence
Theorem does not involve any approximation for radiation
outside the inhomogeneous region.

Rays originate either from the antenna location (radio link
case) or from outside the plasma region (RCS case). There
is no physical discontinuity between plasma and free space,
avoiding the need to generate both reflected and refracted
rays at interfaces. Regardless of their origin point, rays are
followed until they intersect the equivalent surface, where
their contribution to the (equivalent) field is calculated. For
the case of incident wave source, where rays start outside
the equivalent surface, both entrance and exit intersections
are considered. Once the fields at the equivalent surface are
calculated by ray-tracing, they are converted to surface current
via the Equivalence Theorem and made radiate in free space
generating the far total (radio link case) or scattered (RCS
case) field.

It is now appropriate to briefly discuss the choice of the
equivalence surface. The Eikonal solution is an approximate
one, and thus it is convenient to limit its region of application
as much as possible; hence, the equivalence surface is chosen
to enclose only points where plasma effects are not negligible
(from that point outwards, radiation is exact). This can be
implemented in the ray propagation scheme described below in
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Sec. II-D by stopping the rays where such a condition happens.
However, there are situations where rays encounter caustics,
and on such surfaces the field approximation is inaccurate;
when this happens close to the equivalence surface (see e.g.
the discussion in Sec. III-A2), it is then necessary to move
such a surface outwards.

Finally we observe that in case material discontinuities with
penetrable materials need to be modeled, they can be taken
into account by using the Fresnel transmission and reflection
coefficients, and following both the reflected and refracted rays
[19].

D. Propagation within the vehicle-plasma region

To compute the EM wave propagation into inhomogeneous
media we use the classical Eikonal theory [41]. The Eikonal
field approximation can be expressed as follows:

E(r) = e(r)E(r)eik0S(r) (3)

where E(r) is a slowly varying field, e is the unit polar-
isation vector, and S(r) is the normalised Eikonal phase
function (defining the wave-front surface). This Ansatz is
inserted into Maxwell equations, with the assumption that
the medium properties are weakly dependent on the spatial
coordinate (see below for discussion of validity), which yields
the hierarchy of equations for the Eikonal function, energy
(power density) and the polarization [40], [41]. As this is
well-known, we will only list our specific choices for the
numerical implementation of this set of equations. We express
the ray trajectory equation as system of first order Ordinary
Differential Equations (ODEs) using the normalised wave-
vector ξ = ∇S as dynamic variable and the electrical path
length differential dσ = Re(

√
εr) ds, where s is the arc-length

along the trajectory; this results in:

dr

dσ
=

ξ

Re(εr)
(4)

dξ

dσ
=

1

2 Re(εr)
∇Re(εr) (5)

To the next order of the hierarchy, one has the power density
and polarization transport, that assume the solution of the
trajectory equations. The complex polarisation unit vector ê
obeys the following equation along the ray trajectory [40]:

dê

dσ
= −

(
ê · dξ

dσ

)
ξ

|ξ|2
(6)

As the trajectory equations (4), this equation is integrated with
standard ordinary differential equations (ODE) techniques. At
a difference with previous literature [18], [19], we have chosen
to use (4) and (6) because they have shown to be more stable
in complex geometries as those present in actual re-entry
situations, as in Sec. IV; this results from the absence of high
order curve differentials that would need to be computing after
ray tracing. Furthermore, these formulas are easily integrated
into ODE solution involved in ray tracing, which enables more
efficient and accurate computations.

Energy transport requires considering that the plasma is
possibly lossy due to collisions; we assume weak to mod-
erate dissipation and follow here the general procedure for

anisotropic plasma transport [43], for the special case of an
isotropic plasma. The transport equation for the field energy
can be cast into the form of a divergence equation [40] with
a linear dissipation term coming from the anti-hermitian part
of the dielectric tensor (simply Im(εr) in the isotropic case)
as:

∇ · (vt̂U) = ck0
Im(εr)

Re(εr)
U (7)

where c is the vacuum speed of light, t̂ is the unit vector
along the trajectory, k0 is the free-space wave number and
U = Re(εr)|E|2 is the EM energy density in Eikonal ap-
proximation. Equation (7) shows the interplay between: 1) the
divergence of rays due to the local variations of the local index
2) the energy absorption by the lossy medium, embedded in
the imaginary part of εr, and 3) the wave amplitude |E|.

Phase and amplitude transport in our case result in the
following relationship between (complex) amplitudes at two
points P1 and P2 along a ray path:

E(P2) = E(P1)

√
Re(n2)

Re(n1)
DF exp(iΦ− α), (8)

where n` =
√
εr(P`) is the complex refractive index evaluated

at P`, with ` = {1, 2}, and

α = k0/2

∫
γ

Im (εr(r))

Re (εr(r))
dσ, Φ = k0

∫
γ

dσ, (9)

where γ is a parametrization of the ray trajectory between
points P1, and P2, namely γ : [σ1, σ2]→ R3 with γ(σ1) = P1

and γ(σ2) = P2 and γ obeys to (4) and (5). In (8) DF
indicates the divergence factor that accounts for divergence
of the infinitesimal ray tube (i.e. along an individual ray) in
a lossless medium; it represents the shrinking or expansion
of the wave front surface along its propagation, and will be
addressed next in Sec.II-E. The medium properties needed for
evaluating the ray path and equations (8,9) are either computed
from analytical models or via numerical interpolation of
gridded data as explained in Sec. II-B.

1) Discussion on Eikonal validity for hypersonic plasmas:
Following well established literature [40], [41], [43] the nec-
essary condition for the applicability of the ray theory can be
cast into the following relations:

δ ≡ |∇ log(|εr|)|
k0

� 1 (10)

|∇ log(|E|)|
k0

� 1 (11)

Im(εr)

Re(εr)
∼ δ (12)

The first two demand the properties of the medium and
the wave amplitude to vary slowly over the distance of a
wavelength (i.e. weakly dependent on the spatial coordinate r).
The last equation requires a weak energy exchange between
the media and the EM wave and partly overlaps with eq. 11.
As well known, these conditions are typically violated near
caustics (even in free-space), cut-off and resonance regions.
This issue are addressed in Sec.II-E2 and below. The reader
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interested ray theory for more general lossy media violating
eq. 12 may for instance refer to [44], [45].

In a hypersonic plasma, a high density, high gradient region
may be generated near the hypersonic vessel and depending on
the flight conditions (i.e. Mach number) cut-off layers appear.
The ray is expected to suffer reflection at cut-off, since the
wave is evanescent on the other side. Actually, reflection must
occur before the cut-off is reached [46]. Indeed, for oblique
propagation, only the component of k parallel to the density
gradient goes to zero, whereas the group velocity is still well
defined. This kind of reflection does not lead to a global break-
down of the Eikonal approximation, but is associated with the
formation of a caustic or of a focal point, so that some care
has to be taken in the determination of the phase along the ray
(see section II-E2). Thus, even in this extreme case, a good
approximation is expected away from the cut-off layer (i.e. at
the equivalent surface). In section IV we discuss the validity
of the ray approach for each considered plasma case.

Finally, we address the issue of antenna-in-plasma modeling
with the proposed method. The present interest focus is on
TTC or Navigation type antennas, which are the typical
application. For these relatively simple antennas a single-point
source is typically enough along with its radiation pattern.
Electrically larger antennas (reflectors or arrays) could be
addressed with multiple source points, each with its own ray
tracing. Significant near-field interaction with the plasma may
lead to relevant impact on antenna input impedance, which is
not considered in this work.

E. Ray-Tube approach

Because of the expected complexity of the ray set as a
whole, we shift from a ray-based approach, as common in the
related literature, to a ray-tube based description of the relevant
field quantities. This allows to include collective effects such
as ray folds (e.g. caustics) that are not directly present in
the individual ray descriptors, and to express amplitude and
radiation in a more effective manner. To do this, we group
rays in bundles of three (see figures 4 and 6), on the basis of
geometrical contiguity at launch; this only entails proper book-
keeping of trajectories. Each three-ray bundle is a ray-tube in
our scheme.

We begin by briefly describing the ray initialisation scheme.
As a first step, the equivalence surface (ES) is converted into a
triangular tessellation using standard algorithms; the triangular
cells have a typical side length varying in the range from λ/10
to λ/3. As said earlier on, the equivalence surface is arbitrary
and may coincide with the boundary of the scattering media.
Alternatively, a canonical shape such as a sphere (see fig. 6 and
7) can be chosen to encapsulate the media volume. The nodes
(vertices) of the mesh determine ray launch directions. We
note that the ES’s size has a direct impact on the computational
time. In fact, a larger surface leads to a) longer ray trajectories
and b) larger number of launched rays (i.e. when keeping fixed
the size of the patch cell relative to λ).

For sources in the plasma region (e.g. antennas mounted on
a vehicle) ray starting directions are obtained by the directions
of the vertices of the equivalent surface mesh as seen from

Fig. 4. Sketch of the adopted ray tube propagation scheme.

the source location. For a plane wave source, rays start all
parallel from a plane just outside the equivalence surface, with
initial direction normal to the starting plane; their location
(and density) is determined by back-projecting the mesh nodes
along the wave direction onto the starting plane.

The initial associated field intensity and polarisation may
be sampled from input antenna data or may be provided in
analytical form. In figure 6 we show a set of rays (red lines)
launched from a point just above a simple vessel (black), in
free space. The rays point toward the spherical equivalence
surface nodes and they are stopped at the intersection.

Rays that encounter the impenetrable vessel (or any other
such body) are reflected, i.e. they are stopped and re-launched
with new initial conditions according to the usual specular
reflection laws and the appropriate Fresnel reflection coeffi-
cients. Figure 7 shows an example of the electric field on the
equivalence surface.

1) Amplitude and Radiation: Convenience of the ray-tube
description is immediately evident for the amplitude cal-
culation, and the ensuing radiation. The divergence factor
(DF) appearing in amplitude propagation (8) can in principle
be expressed in terms of the local surface principal radii
(see for example [42]). Although mathematically exact, this
formulation contains higher order derivatives of the Eikonal
function which may be subject to large error when the medium
properties are not known analytically but resulting from other
numerical calculations or measurements, as in our CFD-
originating plasmas. We prefer instead to estimate DF directly
from the wave front evolution of the three-ray tubes introduced
above (see figures 4 and 6). With reference to the notation of
Fig. 4, we have that the divergence factor can be related to
the changes in the front surface area simply with the relation
DF =

√
A1/A2.

At a difference with other approaches [18], [19], the radiated
field is obtained consistently with the ray-tube based approach
described above. That means that the (far) radiated field is
expressed as the sum of the radiation from the patches ∆Ti
defined by the intersection of the ray tubes with the chosen
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Fig. 5. Algorithm overview with input and output data.

equivalence surface,

Es(r, θ, φ) =
∑
i

Es,i(r, θ, φ) (13)

an example of these patches is shown in the simple case of
Fig. 7.

The field on each triangular patch is approximated with
constant magnitude and linear phase variation. The electric
field vector Ei is obtained as the average of the three values
pertinent to the three rays of any tube, as per (8), (6) (note
that the divergence factor is intrinsically a tube property, while
phase, attenuation and polarization are properties of individual
rays). The magnetic field Hi is likewise obtained from the
three values at the rays, in turn related to the electric field there
by the local ray impedance relationship, and the wavefront
normal t̂i is likewise the average of the three ray wave front
normals.

With these assumptions, the patch radiated fields can be
expressed as:

Esi(r, θ, φ) =
−ik0

4π

eik0r

r
e−ik0r̂·riSi(θ, φ)ai (14)

with

ai = θ̂(−φ̂ ·Mi + θ̂ · Z0Ji) + φ̂(θ̂ ·Mi + φ̂ · Z0Ji)

Si(θ, φ) =
1

∆Ti

∫
∆Ti

eik0(r̂−t̂)·(r
′−ri)dΣ′

Mi = −n̂i ×Ei, Ji = n̂i ×Hi

(15)

where ri, n̂i and ∆Ti are the patch centroid, normal unit
vector and the surface area respectively, θ̂, φ̂ are the unit
vectors in the directions θ, φ and r̂(θ, φ) the unit vector which
points from the origin to the observation point, and Z0 is the
free space impedance. It turns out that the radiation shape
factor Si can be conveniently written in closed form [47] for
quick and efficient radiation calculation.

We observe that this ray-tube based approach to radiation
does not require to assign a surface area to individual rays
on the equivalent surface. Also, in presence of complex in-
homogeneity, tubes with rays diverging far apart are expected
to have lower accuracy; as they result in larger areas, their
contribution to radiated field is weaker: this results in an
intrinsic robustness.

Equation (15) provides the numerical model for the radiated
field, and together with the ray-tracing model in section II-D,

constitute the main components of the method proposed. In
figure 5 we present a schematic overview of the implemented
algorithm, consisting in two main modules: the ray-tracer
module and the radiation model together with the inputs and
outputs.

2) Folds: It is well known that the Eikonal approximation
breaks down near caustics where the field becomes singular.
We are, in general, not interested in the field nearby the
caustics; thus, we will place the equivalent surface sufficiently
far from them (although one must often compromise with
other numerical constraints, see section III-A). Nevertheless,
caution must be taken when a ray tube passes throughout one
these singular regions. Caustics arise when the ray field folds.
The wave front folding affects the phase of the field carried
by the wave with a phase shift of π/2 radians. These events
must be accounted for, so that the proper phase shifts can be
applied to the ray tube field. Caustics may be, in principle,
detected by calculating the principal radii of the wave front
[19], [42], but again high order numerical derivatives can
make this a very difficult task. We detect instead the crossing
of rays forming the ray tube which occurs when passing
through the caustic point and apply phase shift correction.

Fig. 6. Ray trajectories (red lines) from a dipole source above a small
simplified vessel, in free space. The spherical equivalence surface is also
depicted (coloured).

III. BENCHMARK OF NUMERICAL MODEL

Validation of the code is divided into two parts: a) against
an inhomogeneous dielectric with impenetrable core with
spherical symmetry; b) for complex cores in free space. Study
case a) mimics the configurations of interest, a flying object
enveloped in a non-homogeneous plasma, but in a geometry
that affords exact results for reference. Because of availability
of reference results, the spherical validation a) will be done
with plane wave excitation. Conversely, free space validation
b) can be done against reference Method of Moments (MoM)
simulations for both simple and real-life vehicle shapes; the
latter will be done especially for testing on-vessel near sources:
We employ [48] to generate the MoM reference.
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Fig. 7. Electric field on a spherical equivalent surface for the configuration
in Fig. 6.

In the following, the present hybrid method will be often
labelled ”RT” (after Ray Tracing) for the sake of brevity.

A. Validation against spherical symmetry references

Thanks to the existence of accurate analytic solutions using
the Mie series [49]–[51] for spheres we can compare our
results with highly accurate references.

The electrical sizes considered in the following are on the
same order of magnitude of those involved in the real-life
application case in Sec. IV; as seen in Fig.1, the IXV vehicle
is enclosed in a box of size L1 × L2 × L3, L1 = 5m, L2 =
2.2m, L3 = 1.7m; at the S-band telemetry and command link
frequency of 2.6GHz the electrical size of the box is kL1 ≈
300, kL2 ≈ 120, kL3 ≈ 90, where k = 2π/λ is the wave
number.

1) PEC sphere in vacuum: The only physical parameter
which varies in the case of a PEC sphere in free space
[50], [52] is the product ka, where a is the sphere radius.
As for all asymptotic methods, good results are expected
for large ka. Forward and back scattering values computed
with the present method are found to agree within 10% of
the Mie series values when ka >10 (back scattering shown
in Fig 10). Figure 8 shows the bistatic RCS the vertical
or θ-polarization with ka =31.4 calculated with the Mie
series and the present method. The horizontal polarisation
is omitted for clarity and presents similar features. Here the
convention is that the plane wave (PW) propagates along −z,
thus we have back-scattering for θ=0◦ and forward-scattering
for θ=180◦. The diffractive interference pattern in the angular
region of forward scattering (large angles) is qualitatively
reproduced with decreasing accuracy toward smaller angles
where oscillations between Mie and our solutions become out
of phase. We notice that the results of the present method are
very similar to those of Physical Optics (PO) (Fig. 9 and 10):
we now explain this result. As said earlier, the location of the
equivalent surface is arbitrary but best results for this case are
obtained by placing the surface as close as possible to the

PEC. Under these conditions, the resulting equivalent currents
are very close to the PO currents J = 2Hinc ×n and M = 0
where Hinc is the incident magnetic field and n is the normal
to the PEC surface. For ray fields, the total field is the sum
of the incident term plus the specular reflected field. When
the equivalent surface approaches PEC surface the tangent
electric field (Einc+Eref )×n cancels out, and the magnetic
field doubles; this fact has been verified numerically using
equivalent surfaces at distance ≤0.01λ from the PEC. Hence,
the results of the proposed hybrid method are consistent with
the result of PO, as this latter is actually the limit for this
hybrid method in these configurations.
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Fig. 8. Bistatic RCS of a PEC sphere for ka = 31.44. Comparison of present
method (labelled RT) and Mie solutions.
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Fig. 9. Bistatic RCS of a PEC sphere for ka=31.44. Comparison of present
method (labelled RT) and PO solutions.

2) Inhomogeneous sphere with PEC core: We now con-
sider an inhomogeneous dielectric surrounding a PEC core,
both with spherical symmetry. Despite the simplicity of the
spherical geometry, this example includes all the complex
physical phenomena and conditions of a real-life case such
as ray bending (due to continuous refraction), reflection and
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Fig. 10. RCS of a PEC sphere as function of ka. Comparison of present
method (labelled RT), PO, and Mie solutions.

diffraction. Indeed, as will be seen, this is a conservative test,
as the (extreme) symmetry entails special critical cases that
are unlikely in more complex geometries. The dielectric has
a permittivity profile given by:

εr(r) =
1 + εc

2

(
1− 1− εc

1 + εc
cos

(
π

r −Rin
Rout −Rin

))
(16)

with Rin = a, Rout = 3Rin; we will examine scattering
as a function of the relative permittivity at the core, εc. As
before, we focus on electrically large objects and consider a
PEC sphere with radius ka=62 (e.g. a =1m at a frequency
of f =3GHz). The scattering geometry and selected ray
trajectories are shown in figure 11.

Fig. 11. Spherically inhomogeneous dielectric with PEC core, εr(r) < 1:
selected ray trajectories (line source). PEC sphere is in black, the colormap
represents εr(r) with the profile in eq. (16) and parameters εc =0.5,
Rout/Rin = 3, and kRin = 62.

This dielectric profile has the effect of bending the rays
away from the sphere, producing field scattering and a peaked
bistatic RCS around θ = 0◦.

Fig. 12. Spherically inhomogeneous dielectric with PEC core, εr(r) < 1:
bistatic RCS for various values of minimum permittivity (εc). The colormap
represents εr(r) with the profile in eq. (16) withRout/Rin = 3, kRin = 62,
and for various listed εc. Upper row: RT Vs. Mie results for εc =0.9-0.1.
Lower row: color map of the relative permittivity profiles.

Figure 12 displays the bistatic RCS profiles for εc in the
range 0.1 − 0.9 for both the RT and Mie solution. Even at
the lowest permittivity εc ≤ 0.1 the small parameters δ (see
eq. 10) is mostly below 0.01 and never exceeds 0.05 for all
traced rays, ensuring the validity of the ray tracing method.
Here the convention is that the PW propagates along −z, thus
having back-scattering for θ = 0◦ and forward-scattering for
θ = 180◦.

There are three major qualitative changes when varying
εc: 1) the back-scattering decreases for lower εc; 2) the
peak forward scattering (θ = 180◦) increases with scatter-
ing volume but does not depend on εc (note that the PEC
sphere in vacuum has RCSvac=47 dBsm whilst with dielectric
RCSdie=58 dBsm); 3) the forward scattering profile broadens
with lower εc. The same trends are also clearly visible in
the RT simulations (dashed lines) and they find an easy
interpretation in terms of rays. At lower εr in fact, the rays
are more and more refracted away and some “miss” the PEC
object (see Fig. 11) reducing back-scattering and broadening
the forward scattering profile. The same mechanism is also
at the basis of the plasma stealth effect for not absorbing
plasmas (refraction only). Special attention and consideration
is needed for solutions with lower εc. Although qualitatively
satisfactory, the profiles with εc <0.5 suffer from noise and
in general lower accuracy so that for those profiles in Fig. 12
we have applied some smoothing to reduce small scale spatial
features (with dimension smaller than λ) in order to increase
clarity. We have investigated the origin of this inaccuracy. The
different ray tube contributions can be divided into: a) tubes
entering into the equivalence surface, b) bent and eventually
reflected exiting tubes. The analysis of these classes shows
that the spurious oscillations can be attributed to the bending
rays and ultimately to numerical error in the trajectories, and
to the appearance of caustics. Caustics surfaces form near and
within the dielectric boundary when εc falls sufficiently low.
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In Fig. 11 the formation of a caustic surface can be observed
just outside the outer boundary of the dielectric for εc = 0.5.
For an equivalent surface nearby caustics ray field amplitude
is small and its evaluation inaccurate; one has then to move
this surface away from the object, to have higher field accu-
racy. This is however sub-optimal, as the best results of the
hybrid RT-surface-radiation approach are obtained by placing
the equivalent surface as close as possible to the scatterer,
reducing the volume where the ray approximation is applied,
as discussed earlier on. For this geometry and permettivity
distribution, we find a good compromise by positioning of
the equivalence surface between 5λ and 10λ away from the
dielectric boundary. This ‘optimal’ or trade-off surface position
changes obviously with the caustics location and ultimately
with permittivity. This effect is displayed in Fig. 13 where
we compare the monostatic RCS from Mie series and RT.
It is seen that, for εc ≤ 0.5, standard Huygens surface at
the dielectric boundary leads to large uncertainty in the RCS
value. The error is reduced by moving the Huygens surface
to the trade-off surface. Residual error remains for the lowest
εc. At a first glance one may conclude that extraction of back
scattering signals is very inaccurate under these conditions.
However, the solution is within the framework of the ray
approximation itself by isolating the reflected-only ray tubes
and their contributions to the back-scattering (see red-dotted
line in Fig. 13). We conclude by stressing that the caustics
issue discussed in this example is very extreme and due to
the idealised spherical geometry. In real life situations ray
trajectories are more chaotic, caustics are not structured, and
much less of a problem.
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Fig. 13. Spherically inhomogeneous dielectric with PEC core, εr(r) < 1:
Comparison of the monostatic RCS for εc ranging from 1 to 0.1. Effect
of choice of Huygens surface and ray-tube selection. Default Huygens at
dielectric boundary with RHuygens = 3.0m in black, trade-off RHuygens

in magenta and extraction of reflected ray-tube only in red. Error bars represent
the statistical error in the extraction of the back-scattering cross-section from
θ-profile (fitting).

B. Complex cores in vacuum: comparison with MoM

1) Radiation from on-vehicle antennas: In this section
we benchmark the RT code with simple antennas, although

the code can take any antenna pattern as input for the ray
initialisation.

Curved reflecting surfaces demand for sufficiently accurate
meshing; hence, before addressing a real-life geometry, we
consider a simplified vessel with surfaces both flat and with
single curvature. The object is shown in the lower right of
Fig. 14; it is composed of two truncated cones joined together.
The top and bottom flat disks are 10λ of diameter, and the
antenna is located at about 0.25λ below the bottom side. Here
the antenna is constituted by 2 crossed dipoles fed to provide
circular polarization.

The benchmark of the field pattern is presented in figure
14. Both polar and co-polar polarization are well calculated
with the shadow region (θ ≈ 0◦) being less accurate but less
important in magnitude as expected. Quantitative agreement
within few percent are reached for fields 30dB down from
peak value.

z

x

y

Fig. 14. Radiation of a circularly polarized source on PEC simplified core.
The antenna is a pair of crossed dipoles (along x and y), with RHCP. Cut at
φ = 0.

Next, we consider the IXV vessel case study. The working
frequency is 2.26 GHz, corresponding to the standard S-band
telemetry (TM) link.

We consider here an x-oriented dipole located at top rear
of the vessel (see Fig. 15) at 1.77λ distance from the surface;
while not a typical antenna, it is considered to check the
interference pattern from the interaction of the primary and
reflected fields.

The cut at φ = 0◦ is plotted in Fig. 15. The interference
pattern in both the Eθ and Eφ components are fairly well
reproduced. Discrepancies are visible at large angles where
fields are already more than 25dB smaller than the largest
value. Note that, compared to reflection on a flat surface, the
peaks are shifted laterally toward larger angles and this effect
is properly captured by the simulations. Not surprisingly, it
is found that a proper tessellation is crucial for a correct
reflection and interference simulation for curved surfaces.
The typical patch size, at least in the region nearby the
source should not exceed λ/5, as also typically used in MoM
simulation.
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Fig. 15. Radiation of a linearly polarized source on IXV vessel; the antenna
is is an x-oriented dipole at 1.77λ distance from the surface. Cut at φ = 0.

2) Scattering (RCS): Finally we compute the differential
cross-section of the ESA IXV re-entry vehicle mentioned in
the Introduction; the frequency is again 2.26 GHz.

We compare the Ray-tracing simulation with both MoM
and PO free space calculations. Incidence is in the plane of
symmetry of the vehicle (mid-plane), from θ = 45◦ below the
vehicle axis (see Fig. 16); the zaxis is in the vertical direction
(upward), with the x-axis pointing out of the drawing plane.

In Fig. 16 we compare the MoM, the RT and the PO
normalised scattering cross section for φ = 0◦. Three main
peaks exist in the bistatic RCS profile, similar to what happens
for a finite cylinder at oblique incidence (not shown for
brevity). The peak at θ = 45◦ is the forward scattering; that
at θ − 45◦ is the back scattering from (vertical) flat vehicle
aft, as for the cap (disk) of a cylinder; that at θ = 135◦ is
the back scattering from main body, especially the bottom of
the vehicle. Similar results are observed for various angles of
incidence of the PW, not reported for the sake of conciseness.

Fig. 16. IXV vessel in vacuum: bistatic RCS with incidence from θ = −135◦.
Comparison of MoM (full line), PO (dot-dashed line) and RT (dashed line)
solutions.

IV. EFFECT OF PLASMA ON RCS AND ANTENNA PATTERN:
THE IXV CASE

In this section we study the effect of plasma on both
the scattering cross section and on the radio link for on-
board antennas; we consider the plasma both including and
neglecting collisional effects. We consider effects on the radio
links both at the S-band telemetry and control (TM, 2.26 GHz)
and L-band navigation (GPS) frequencies; we study bistatic
RCS at the TM frequency, as representative of the 3-5 GHz
radar band.

A. Plane wave incidence

We begin with plane-wave incidence, as it affords a simpler
view of plasma-related effects.

In the first place, we consider the effects of high-density
layers associated with cutoff, i.e. for which the operation
frequency is near or below the local plasma frequency ωpe
(see (1)).

In typical re-entries, the densest plasmas are associated to
thin boundary layers underneath the vehicle, and in front of the
nose (as in Figs. 2 and 3). Fig. 17 depicts a small number of
relevant rays (to avoid cluttering), in a flight condition where
these denser layers are in cutoff at the considered frequency
(TM, here). One clearly sees “reflection-type” effects (depicted
in dashed blue and red colors for clarity), where dense layers
appear to act on rays as a reflecting (e.g PEC) boundary. A
closer analysis shows that rays turn around before reaching
the cutoff surface, and the “reflection” is actually a sharp bend
(see also discussion in section II-D1). In an short section of
the ray path (< λ) around reflection, both density gradient
and adsorption exceed the strict validity conditions and a local
Eikonal solution would result in inaccurate representation of
the E field. We however, seek for a solution at the equivalent
surface, several meters away from cut-off where a good
approximation is to be expected provided we correct for the
phase shift. This explains why we did do explicitly consider
such a reflection condition (which is possible, though) into
the code. On the other hand, it is noted that denser layers
prevent EM waves to interact with the vehicle body, and the
RCS will be determined by the plasma distribution rather than
the vehicle geometry.

Rays encountering lower plasma densities are also bent
away from the vessel and will contribute to the scattered field
in related directions.

The effect of the above wave phenomena on scattered field
is seen in Fig. 18; the figure compares the bistatic RCS for the
vehicle alone (i.e. in vacuum) and with the plasma envelope;
It also highlights the effect of plasma collisions leading to
power absorption and reduction in the scattered fields, as can
be expected; it is to be observed that in the reported realistic
conditions absorption effects are significant in RCS return

In a collisionless plasma (purple dashed line) the back-
scattering (peak at θ = 135◦) is shifted toward higher angles
and overall reduced; this is due to the “geometric” effect
of plasma, and the peak reduction is attributable to loss of
coherence. The PEC reflection is replaced by reflection-like
effect from plasma around cutoff, and again the beam is
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Fig. 17. IXV vehicle at Mach 12: selected ray trajectories for plane-wave
illumination. The figure shows two directions of incidence. Rays in dashed
lines exhibit sharp reflection-like patterns related to cut-off plasma layers
underneath the vessel and in front of the nose.

more scattered than for specular coherent reflection because of
inhomogeneity in the plasma volume. The other reflection peak
at θ = −45◦ is mostly unchanged in this case; this peak is due
to reflection from the aft portion of the vehicle, and in this case
the involved rays do not encounter a high density plasma. For
higher Mach numbers, however, a high density wake plasma
is formed behind the IXV vessel which impede the rays from
reaching the aft flat part; in these cases (not shown) the back-
scattering peak disappears. The “geometric” effect of bending
or reflecting rays is apparent by comparison to the vacuum
RCS: it is well-known that the forward scattering cross section
(peak at θ = +45◦) arises from the masking/blockage size of
the target. Since the plasma increases the apparent size of the
target, this larger apparent size leads to a larger forward cross
section.

Collisional plasma absorption can be particularly effective
under these conditions of both high plasma and neutral density.
The bistatic RCS for a Mach 12 collisional plasma (blue dash-
dotted line) shows a strongly reduced back scattering. The
back-scattering RCS aft-related peak is reduced by several dBs
but still clearly visible. For higher Mach numbers (not shown),
only forward radiation survives.

B. Radio links

We now move to consider radiation from antennas mounted
on the vehicle.

Fig. 19 shows the relevant ray phenomena for an antenna
mounted on board under the Mach 15 condition at the
telemetry channel frequency (2.26 GHz). Rays depart from the
location of TM antenna, on the side of the vehicle. The figure
also includes some slices that illustrate the plasma’s relative
permittivity. Rays do not encounter the cut-off layer but are
seen to bend toward the nearby upper region with lower plasma
density (higher dielectric constant), as can be seen from the
density maps. The high density and gradients are localised in a
narrow region near the antenna and vessel surface. Even there,

Fig. 18. Bistatic RCS of IXV vehicle at Mach 12, with incidence at θ =
−135◦. The results compare the RCS for the full plasma (with collisions,
solid line) and the collisionless case (dot-dashed line); the results without
plasma are also reported for the sake of comparison (dashed line). The same
data are also shown in polar format in the inset.

the normalised gradient scale length δ remains below 0.05 and
that value is attained for about 10% of the rays over a path
of few wavelengths. Similarly, the absorption is maximal in
this region, where equation 12 becomes marginally satisfied.
On most computational domain, the ray tracing assumptions
are very well justified, and thus possible error expected to be
small. The ensuing radiation pattern is shown in Fig. 20; the
approximate direction of the link toward the ground station (at
that point of the IXV trajectory) is indicated with an arrow. The
free space radiation pattern is also reported for comparison.
The free space pattern (red line) is strongly modified and
weakened especially toward the ground direction at θ = 180◦

suggesting a black-out or brown-out in the communication.
Interestingly, it turns out that here the link direction does not
cross a cut-off layer. Hence, the strong attenuation in the radio
link is not due to plasma cut-off as typically assumed; the
plasma path loss is instead due to a combination of strong ray
bending (seen in Fig. 19) and absorption.

Another very interesting analysis is the impact of plasma
on navigation, which employed GPS at 1.6GHz in IXV. The
GPS link differs from the TM link for the (slightly) different
frequency, and especially for the different antenna location,
here on the top part of the vehicle. Ray analysis is shown in
Fig. 21, and the resulting patterns are shown in Fig. 22. The
entire orbit of the IXV experiment is below 100km altitude, so
that mostly the upper hemisphere is relevant to assess possible
link obstruction; results in Fig. 22 are then displayed on the
(u, v)-plane, with u = sin(θ) cos(φ) and v = sin(θ) sin(φ).

While the higher density plasma layers are in the bottom
part of the vehicle, the plasma is dense and inhomogeneous
enough in the entire volume around as to significantly impact
on extended angular regions or the antenna pattern. This strong
modification of the pattern is seen to be primarily due to strong
ray deflection upwards (Fig. 21). In turn, this deflection is due
to sustained density gradients for a significant spatial region
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Fig. 19. TM Radiolink at Mach 15: selected ray trajectories, with plasma
density overlay. Rays depart from the location of the TM antenna; plasma
density is represented as relative permittivity εr at the frequency of 2.26 GHz
with a color plot scale.

Fig. 20. TM Radiolink at Mach 15: radiation pattern of on-board antenna (co-
polar component, RHCP) mounted on the right side of the IXV vehicle. The
figure shows the vacuum pattern and the pattern with plasma (with collisional
absorption). The direction of the earth receiver is indicated with a black arrow.

(see map), not to near-cutoff effects.

C. Numerical workload and resources

In the real-life cases in this section, computational domains
where typically in excess of a 10m × 10m × 5m box, i.e.
100λ × 100λ × 50λ at the operational frequency of 2.6GHz.
Despite these very large volumes, memory needs are very
modest and dominated by the input data such as the CFD
plasma grid and the vehicle surface mesh. Indeed, for all
simulations reported here we used a standard PC with Intel
core-i7 multicore CPU and 32GB of RAM.

In this proposed hybrid scheme most of the computational
(CPU) time is spent by ray-tracing in the inhomogeneous

Fig. 21. GPS link at Mach 20: rays originating from the GPS antenna location.

(a) vacuum case

(b) plasma case

Fig. 22. GPS link at Mach 20: radiation pattern represented as color code on
the (far field) sphere to highlight possible impact on GPS satellite links.

plasma, whilst the radiation part only accounts for few percent
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of the total CPU time. For the presented cases of complex
vehicle and typical sub-wavelength resolution at the Huygens
surface (see section II-E) we trace up to 0.5M rays; this
requires up to 10-12h on the indicated machine.

We note that ray tracing is very easily parallelized (and so is
radiation); this, associated with the low memory requirements,
makes the scaling of this approach very favorable towards
multi-core or parallel machines like GPUs.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a method to compute wave scattering
and radiation for electrically large objects immersed in a
plasma, as the one originating from hypersonic flight con-
ditions. We employ the Eikonal approximation in the large
inhomogeneous plasma region, and compute radiation and
scattering via Equivalence Theorem. The implementation has
been benchmarked against analytical, PO and MoM references.
We have employed the approach to analyse bistatic RCS and
radio links for a real-life re-entry vehicle, with 3D plasma
profiles imported from state of the art fluid dynamic (CFD)
simulations. This case study has highlighted the impact of
plasma spatial variations, not only its density, on the elec-
tromagnetic response; collisional effects have likewise been
found important.

Future work regards extension of this method to hybrid
Ray-MoM approaches or both installed antennas and for the
treatment of fast gradients.
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